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Teledensity | Pakistan

 Cellular Teledensity represents the percentage of mobile sim subscribers within the population. FY15

witnessed a drop in teledensity growth rate following compulsion of biometric verification on the purchase of new

sims and blockage of unverified sims.

Population & Teledensity Correlation:

On an overall basis, the teledensity growth rate outpaces average population growth trend on YoY basis.

In Pakistan, approx.~60% - 65% of the total population constitutes individuals in the age bracket of 15-64 years,

perceived to be mobile sim subscribers. Growth trend in this age bracket aligns with the total population growth

rate.

*Mobile subscribers (assumption) – 1 connection per person Page 1



Jazz continues to lead the market. During FY16, Telenor caught up with Jazz, however, with

the merger of Warid in FY17, Jazz extended the lead.

Market share of each telecom operator has remained largely stable since FY17.

Market share | Subscribers
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Market share | 3G & 4G Subscribers

 On an overall basis, Jazz takes the lead in the combined share of 3G and 4G Subscribers 

(~36%). Zong takes the 2nd place with almost an equal number of subscribers in the 4G 

network as Jazz. 
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Market share | 3G & 4G Subscribers | Cont.

 Out of the total ~165mln cellular subscribers, a market of ~46% has been 

subscribed by 3G and 4G users.

 On an overall basis, the market mix is now shifting towards 4G service since it 

provides advanced internet speed and services.

 As of Dec’19, out of total ~76mln 3G and 4G subscribers, ~34mln connections 

belonged to the 3G genre, while 42mln pertained to 4G service. Increase in 4G 

customers is expected to grow at an even faster pace, going forward. 

 In Jazz and Telenor, 4G services started in Jan-17, whereas Zong and Warid (now 

merged into Jazz since start of 2017) were the first to offer 4G in 2015.

 Ufone started their 4G services in 2018.
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During FY19, the suspension of WHT and Service Charges through Supreme Court Order (June’2018)

resulted in a growth of Telecom Sector Revenue which had been on a declining trend since the past 3 years

(FY18: ~4%, FY17:~7% and FY16:~9%). The same taxes were later restored in June, 2019.

Telecom | Cellular Revenues
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Cellular Investment

 Cellular investments refer to the recurring capital expenditures incurred by the 

cellular service companies to grow their business.  

 Out of the total telecom investments including broadband services, cellular 

investments dominate the sector (~64% in FY19).

 Hefty CAPEX was incurred during FY14 by Zong and Warid for establishment of 

their 4G network technology in the country. 
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Telecom | FDI

 Net Foreign Direct outflow from telecom sector recorded at USD-77mln for FY19.

 Dividend repatriation to the sponsors remains a key friction with the central bank 

when foreign exchange reserves decline.
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Sector | Key Takeaways

+ Increased smartphone penetration is likely to

yield benefits for the industry in terms of

higher data revenue.

+ Increased penetration in 4G subscribers is

diluting fierce threat from broadband operators

benefitting from OTT apps.

+ Mobile Financial Services offered by

telecom operators in collaboration with sister

concerns (MFBs) is unlocking synergistic

benefits.

+ Integrated tower business network expected

to be developed in the near future in the

country.

+ Covid-19 lockdown situation has increased

the use of Mobile data and Internet Services,

benefitting the telecom operators.

- Revival of WHT and Service Charges

on mobile top ups and services (June

2019) has taken its share of the sector

revenue.

- Price competition amongst industry

players is expected to exert pressure

on average revenue per user (ARPUs).

- Dividend repatriation by telecom

operators is a challenge for the

industry when there is opposition

from the Regulators.

- Timeline for 5G service arrival in

Pakistan is delayed on the backdrop of

current Covid-19 global crisis.
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